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Learn step by step how a successful forex trader makes consistent money trading trends on the

forex market and how you can copy that success. The basic system was first unveiled on a public

forum a few years ago and this book takes it to the next level.Put your trading on turbo with this

updated version of an already profitable system. Learn how to predict when a trend will start.

Discover the methods the pros use to suck the money out of the trend. Give yourself a head start

against the 90% of traders who consistently lose.This book is written for every trader who is failing

to make consistent money trading forex. Whether you have just started trading and want to make

money from day one or you have been trading for a while but just can't seem to get the hang of it

this book is for you.The book is written in plain english with minimal jargon and plenty of colour

charts to help you understand the system. You also have my contact details so if you have any

problems or questions you can ask them.I have had hundreds of messages of thanks from people

who traded the first version of this system and this book contains the next generation of an

extremely powerful and profitable system.Now revised as of the end of July 2014 with even more

powerful information to help you make money trading this system.
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I currently trade a very similar system to this and I have no doubt about it's profitability. I purchased

this to see how another trader was doing it and I was not disappointed. This apparently simple

system is all you need to make money in Forex.I would recommend this because it is simply written,

concise and to the point. There are important pointers to show you the way to profit and everything

is illustrated with chart examples. This is a total system along with entries, exits and money

management. Basically a solid system which is tradeable immediately and for which you will

improve with experience.

I downloaded this ebook during a brief period it was available on the author's FF thread. This looks

like a profitable system, and the book describes & shows everything you need to know to trade it-

entries, stop losses, exits, and money management. The methodology is simple, designed to work

on any TFs or pair, and could be traded right after reading the book and when a setup occurs.

Nothing else is needed to trade it except time and discipline.Most people will overlook this book and

method because it's simple and doesn't promise a super high winning percentage/holy grail (which

the 95% of traders will continue to chase until the market finally takes all their money), but it's the

size of the winning trades vs. the losing that should make it profitable.I gave this ebook 4 stars (can't

give 5 stars since I need to see actual results over time first) because it is well written,simple, and

the system looks well designed for profit. As I said, most will overlook this book because of it's

simplicity and low cost - people place a much higher value on systems when they have to pay

hundreds or thousands of dollars for 'custom' indicators and systems - and those will fail. I'm

speaking from experience here.Note: I have no affiliation at all with the author, other than reading

some of his very helpful and informative posts on FF.

I found this to be a nice and simple strategy to trade. So many strategies have indicators here there

and every where but this one keeps it simple and nice clean charts. It can be traded end of day so

fits in nicely with my day job, its nice to think I will have something working away for me whilst I'm at

work. Just needs an hour max everyday to check setups and place a pending order if setting

up.Like the way the author explains it in plain simple English.

This is a really nice book on swing trading. Very well written and to the point with easy to

understand graphics. I am an intermediate forex trader and intend to incorporate these ideas into

my trading. 2 thumbs up !!



Ed wrote a lot about this method of trading on a public forum a number of years back. Was really

glad to see him put it in an e-book format with all the up-dates and fine tuning. If you follow the

system and methods Ed outlines here you have a great chance to be a profitable Forex trader. A

plus that seems to go with this book is Eds forum for continuing to educate about this system. Unlike

so many in the Forex market Ed Munroe is the real deal.. My experience is if you have problems or

questions he gets back to you either via the forum or one on one. How great is that for a little 6/7

dollar e-book.

Donâ€™t make the mistake of just flipping through this ebook because itâ€™s short and to the point

because you will lose the important essence of its message. When you buy it put all of itâ€™s

information into use; entries, stop losses, exits, money management.There are the additional

concepts of the Top Trenders Indicator and interest rate differentials. Iâ€™m grateful that there is a

forum to ask questions in. I intend to get support for Top Trenders Indicator and the interest rate

differentials.It was the second to the last page of the book that really made the rubber stick to the

road for me. There the trading simulator was offered and I thought I really understood it until I

started actually trading with the simulator and thatâ€™s when everything clicked for me. Had I not

had the patience to go through the simple simulator install process and put it to the test I surly would

have missed the dancing rhythm that â€˜popsâ€™ into view when you watch it unfold right before

your eyes.There is also a very nice trade management nugget to put to use. The hardest part of a

trade for me is right after entry. Right or wrong up/down, should I waitâ€™ in see??? There is an

excellent way to protect your entry to the smallest of loss without waiting for a full stop to get hit. Hint

its the H4 Heiken Ashi candle color that will tell you loud & clear.Definitely a two thumbs up and 5

stars!!!

Always nice to get some new ideas for indicator use. Its a short and clear read that inspires me to

use the Heikin Ashi and contains some ideas about adding position in a trade without risking more.

We'll see if it works on some daytrades.

This book is clear and concise. I appreciated the realistic advice and good examples. Gave it four

vs. five stars because I would have liked more from the author. What he did provide was excellent.
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